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BACKGROUND
1.

On 1 June 2018, the Tribunal issued Procedural Order No. 3 (“PO3”), which set forth the
Tribunal’s decision on each of the Parties’ respective requests for document production.

2.

On 18 March 2019, GTH wrote to the Tribunal, challenging the completeness of Canada’s
document production. GTH made a number of requests for relief, including the following:
in the interest of procedural fairness and propriety, as well as parity
of arms, in the event that Canada produces additional documents as
a result of its earlier failure to satisfy its disclosure obligations, GTH
respectfully requests permission to submit additional factual
exhibits on the record either as part of the post-hearing submission
process (if any) or as standalone exhibits.1

3.

After Canada had the opportunity to respond, the Tribunal issued Procedural Order No. 9
(“PO9”) on 25 March 2019. The Tribunal decided, inter alia, that:
c. Canada is ordered to produce forthwith on a rolling basis all
responsive documents that are available in a draft version regardless
of the materiality of the difference between the draft and the
produced final version.
d. GTH’s request for leave to produce additional evidence after the
hearing is dismissed absent a sufficiently particularized application.2

4.

On 21 November 2019, GTH submitted a letter to the Tribunal seeking leave to submit
nine new documents (the “New Documents”) into the record (the “Application”). GTH
attached the New Documents as Appendices A to I to the Application.

5.

On 24 November 2019, the Tribunal acknowledged receipt of the Application and provided
instructions to the Parties. The Tribunal noted that GTH had referenced being prejudiced
by not being able to make arguments or to cross examine witnesses on the New Documents.
In this regard, the Tribunal stated:

1
2

GTH’s Letter of 18 March 2019, p. 5.
Procedural Order No. 9, ¶ 16.
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The Tribunal is concerned about allegations of impairment of a
Party’s right to fully state its case. Claimant is invited to specify by
no later than 27 November 2019 whether the Application is limited
to seeking leave to submitting the nine appendices A to I on the
record or is also meant to include any further requests.
6.

In its message, the Tribunal also invited Canada to respond to the Application, noting that
Canada should:
reply precisely and in detail to Claimant’s contention in paragraph
7 of the Application as to whether Respondent (a) has withheld
metadata relating to produced documents, and (b) continues to
withhold documents that should have been produced pursuant to the
Tribunal’s order in PO 9.

7.

By email of 26 November 2019, GTH replied to the Tribunal’s query and confirmed that
“the Application is limited to seeking leave to submit Appendices A to I into the record as
new Factual Exhibits and does not seek other relief.”

8.

On 4 December 2019, Canada submitted its response to the Application, together with
Annex A and Appendices A to F.

SUMMARY OF THE PARTIES’ POSITIONS
9.

The Parties’ positions on each New Document are set forth in Annex A. In this section, the
Tribunal briefly summarizes the Parties’ more general statements regarding Canada’s
document production.
GTH’s Position

10.

GTH states that from 17 September to 31 October 2019, Canada produced over 400
additional documents which should have been produced more than a year ago pursuant to
PO3. According to GTH, there are material differences between the drafts recently
produced and the final versions on the record. In addition, GTH alleges that “documents
now produced contain later (more final) versions of some documents previously produced
by Canada – suggesting that Canada may have selectively produced earlier drafts of
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documents without producing the later or final iterations.”3 GTH also expresses concern
that Canada continues to withhold documents in violation of PO9, because it “is
inconceivable that there are no drafts” of certain documents that are on the record.4
11.

According to GTH:
Canada’s illegitimate withholding of responsive documents has
precluded GTH from citing to highly relevant documents in its
pleadings, referring to them in oral submissions at the hearing, and
cross-examining Canada’s witnesses on their content. [A] number
of the withheld documents directly contradict Canada’s submissions
and the oral evidence of Canada’s witnesses at the hearing. In
particular, GTH has been denied the opportunity to cross-examine
Mr. Peter Hill and Mr. Iain Stewart with respect to the context and
content of these documents and their own conflicting testimony.
There can be no doubt that GTH has been prejudiced by Canada’s
extraordinary delay in disclosing the documents only now produced
in its Supplementary Productions.5
Canada’s Position

12.

Canada objects to GTH’s Application, arguing that the New Documents contain no new
information and viewing the Application to be “simply an effort by the Claimant to reargue its case.”6

13.

Canada submits that it has acted in good faith to comply with its document production
obligations. In particular, the only reason that certain documents were not produced prior
to the hearing as part of Canada’s production pursuant to PO3 was that “Canada believed
in good faith, based on conversations with Claimant’s counsel, that the parties had agreed
not to produce working drafts of responsive documents for which a final or more recent
version existed.”7

GTH’s Letter of 21 November 2019, ¶ 7 (GTH’s emphasis).
GTH’s Letter of 21 November 2019, ¶ 7.
5
GTH’s Letter of 21 November 2019, ¶ 8.
6
Canada’s Letter of 4 December 2019, ¶ 4.
7
Canada’s Letter of 4 December 2019, ¶ 5.
3
4
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14.

According to Canada, after PO9 was issued and the Parties reached an agreement on the
scope of production, Canada “fully complied in good faith with its production
obligations.”8 Canada rejects GTH’s suggestion that Canada is in violation of PO9 because
it has not produced drafts of certain documents. For Canada, it is not surprising that drafts,
to the extent they ever existed, were not retained. Moreover, Canada argues that drafts of
exhibits C-449, R-447 and R-464 were in fact produced, contrary to GTH’s assertion.

15.

Canada also confirms that it did not selectively produce drafts or inappropriately withhold
metadata. Given the level of review required to determine whether a document is the final
version, the fact that Canada may have made an error identifying the latest version cannot
be considered evidence of a lack of diligence or good faith.

ANALYSIS
16.

In PO9, the Tribunal noted Canada’s unqualified statement of compliance with all of its
document production obligations stated in its letter of 15 March 2019.9 The Tribunal
further notes Canada’s reiteration of the same unqualified statement in its letter of 4
December 2019 addressed to the Tribunal, stating:
Canada already confirmed in communications with Claimant’s
counsel that Canada is not improperly withholding further drafts or
metadata and that it has complied with PO 9.10

17.

The Tribunal finds it neither to be appropriate nor efficient for it to enter the debate as to
what counsel might have discussed amongst themselves or have believed in good faith.
This includes in particular the telephone call amongst counsel on 2 August 2019 and the
exchange of emails that followed that call.11 The Tribunal has ordered in PO9 that Canada
shall produce forthwith on a rolling basis all responsive documents that are available in a
draft version regardless of the materiality of the difference between the draft and the

Canada’s Letter of 4 December 2019, ¶ 10.
PO9, ¶ 11.
10
Canada’s Letter of 4 December 2019, ¶ 4.
11
Appendices E and F to Canada’s Letter of 4 December 2019.
8
9
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produced final version.12 This order remains effective. GTH’s bringing to the attention of
the Tribunal, for the first time, in its letter of 21 November 2019 that the ordered rolling
production only began on 17 September 2019 has not been preceded by protests by GTH
as to the unwarranted lapse of time since PO9 had been issued six months ago. In fact, the
emails exchanged between August and October 2019, produced in Appendices E and F to
Canada’s letter of 4 December 2019, without surprise reflect the collaborative, civil
approach to solving the issue that is expected of counsel in this arbitration. The Tribunal
infers that the production took place in accordance with a timeline that came as of no
surprise to GTH. Whilst GTH now claims that it “has been prejudiced by Canada’s
extraordinary delay in disclosing the documents”,13 the Tribunal can only observe that
GTH seems to have been content to allow the production process to roll over as agreed
with Canada without seeking any injunctive relief of the Tribunal or other forms of
investigation of the reason for the delay in the ordered production. Had GTH considered
Canada’s production process to amount to an “extraordinary delay” as is being now
claimed, the Tribunal would have expected more diligence of GTH in denouncing a
potential breach of PO9 and its consequences on GTH’s case. None of that has happened
before GTH’s Application.
18.

In the same vein, the Tribunal need not go into the debate of whether the allegedly withheld
drafts – assuming in-scope drafts have been withheld by Canada from the ordered
production – fall within the scope of transitory records the destruction of which is
authorised in the policy documents adduced by Canada as Appendices A and B. PO9 is
clear in ordering that responsive documents in draft form must be produced. Intimations
and expressions of scepticisms, however compelling they may appear to the intimater, are
insufficient to rebut Canada’s unqualified statement that it is not improperly withholding
drafts and that it has complied in good faith with its production obligations.14

12

PO9, ¶ 13.
GTH’s Letter of 21 November 2019, ¶ 8.
14
Canada’s Letter of 4 December 2019, ¶¶ 4, 10.
13
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19.

In Annex A, the Tribunal reviews the arguments averred by each Party in support or in
opposition of the admission of each of the New Documents into the evidential record.

20.

More generally, with respect to all the New Documents, the Tribunal refers to paragraph
16.5 of Procedural Order No. 1, which provides:
Neither party shall be permitted to submit additional or responsive
documents after the filing of its respective last written submission,
unless the Tribunal determines that exceptional circumstances exist
based on a reasoned written request followed by observations from
the other party.

21.

In the present circumstances, the Tribunal accepts that GTH could not have submitted the
New Documents earlier, as their rolling production was only completed on 31 October
2019.15 The Tribunal also considers that GTH has provided a sufficiently reasoned request
showing that the standard in paragraph 16.5 is met.

DECISION
22.

The Tribunal’s decision with respect to each of the nine New Documents is contained in
Annex A. The Tribunal considers that the difference underscored by GTH in its
Application as concerns each of the New Documents compared with the corresponding
document that is on the record speaks for itself, and Canada’s reply in Annex A to its letter
of 4 December 2019 stands as a rebuttal. As a result, the Tribunal stands ready to resume
its deliberations suspended by the submission of the Application. That said, the Tribunal is
open to the Parties potentially agreeing on a limited briefing schedule to discuss the impact
of the New Documents on their case. Any such agreement should be indicated to the
Tribunal by 16 December 2019, stating the filing dates of the respective submissions.
Absent an agreement, each Party is invited to make separate submissions by the set date.

15

GTH’s Letter of 21 November 2019, ¶ 2.
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[signed]
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ANNEX A
was amended in the version
that Canada previously
disclosed (on the record as C262):
Page 5:
“All spectrum licence transfers
require the approval of IC.
However, aside from the from
the 5-year restriction on
selling set-aside AWS spectrum
to incumbents, the department
currently has no additional
restrictions on spectrum
transfers. In contrast with the
number of potential spectrum
transfer requests in the near
term, very few (5) mobile
spectrum transfers have been
requested in the last 10 years,
despite the department’s stated
policies of encouraging
secondary market transactions.
Spectrum that was effectively
reserved for new entrants in
1995 was transferred to
incumbents in the early 2000s
with the department’s
approval.”

competition and undue spectrum
concentration were bases upon which Industry
Canada could object to a license transfer prior
to 2013. See, e.g., Day 4 Tr. 133:4-14 (Hill);
Day 5 Tr. 72:7-24, 74:1319, 75:917 (Stewart).
In particular, Claimant would have presented
such evidence to cross-examine Mr. Stewart
with respect to his credibility and unfounded
allegation that references to “additional
Ministerial discretion” (or similar statements)
in these contemporaneous documents were
his own “error[s].” See, e.g., Day 5 Tr. 27:624, 36:2245:25, 76:8-18 (Stewart).

“The Competition
Bureau has never
objected to a spectrum
transfer request.”
Page 6:
“IC would not be in a position
to object to spectrum licence
transfers that would reduce
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“additional discretion” on the Minister, since only the
legislature has this power. [Day 5, p. 33:3-20
(Stewart)]. The Claimant asked Mr. Stewart about
considering spectrum concentration prior to the
Transfer Framework; he answered: “[t]he policy
framework going back to 1998 and 2001 around
spectrum auctions indicates one of the background
considerations for the department is spectrum
concentration.” [Day 5, p. 18:13-19 (Stewart)]. He
also explained: “the macro policy documents about
how we approach auctions both indicate that spectrum
concentration is a legitimate area of concern.” [Day
5, p. 20:12-15 (Stewart)]. Moreover, when the
Claimant questioned Mr. Hill on this issue, he
explained: “in fact, spectrum concentration was a
consideration in one of the earlier transfer requests
that the department received”. [Day 4, p. 135:8-12
(Hill)]. He noted that Industry Canada considered
spectrum concentration in providing advice to the
Minister on the Telus-Clearnet transfer. [Day 4, p.
141:9-17 (Hill)]. Furthermore, Mr. Stewart was
questioned at the hearing about the roles of the
Competition Bureau and Industry Canada. He
explained in response to questions from Professor
Lowe that while the Competition Bureau could
review proposed mergers or acquisitions involving
spectrum licence transfer requests for their
competitive impacts, this was an “imperfect tool to
rely upon” because it was “not going to protect us
against spectrum accumulation.” [Day 5, pp. 137:10139:21] Thus, he noted, in response to questions from
Professor Born, that the Department developed the
Transfer Framework partly to inform the market that
it would brief the Minister on spectrum transfer
requests having regard to spectrum concentration and
competition. [Day 5, pp. 133:3-137:9 (Stewart)] The
Claimant chose not to question Mr. Stewart further
following these answers. [Day 5, p. 142:21-23
(Stewart)]
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ANNEX A
the limited pool of spectrum
available to new entrants and
increase incumbents’ spectrum
dominance. [REDACTION].
The Competition Bureau
would be the sole body that
could review spectrum licence
transfer requests with
competitive impacts in mind,
with any objections involving
a lengthy legal process.”

The Claimant’s suggestion that language in the
November 2012 draft similar to the one in C-258
could impeach Mr. Stewart’s credibility lacks any
basis. As explained during the hearing, the
“additional discretion” language was an error and
was later deleted in the briefing note from Marta
Morgan and John Knubley to the Minister of
Industry, dated January 2013, C-262. [Day 5, pp.
43:18-45:2; 73:14-75:7 (Stewart)].
(3) In the event that the Tribunal allows this draft onto
the record, Canada notes that the draft fails to support
the Claimant’s argument that the Transfer
Framework was a fundamental change of the
regulatory framework. Thetestimonies of Mr. Hill
and Mr. Stewart in response to the Claimant’s
questions on this issue confirm that the Transfer
Framework’s
specification
of
spectrum
concentration as a factor that the Department would
consider in reviewing licence transfer requests was:
(i) consistent with the objectives of the 2008 AWS
Auction; (ii) in line with some of the Department’s
past practices; and
(iii) within the Minister’s statutory authority. In fact,
Mr. Connolly agreed that spectrum concentration is a
valid factor for the Minister to consider in reviewing
transfer applications. [Day 3, p. 154:5-25 (Connolly)]
Finally, the draft’s statement that “very few (5) mobile
spectrum transfers have been requested in the last 10
years” undermines the Claimant’s assumption
that the Department’s past practice meant
Industry Canada would allow the sale of a New
Entrant to an Incumbent. [Claimant’s Memorial, ¶
314]. As Mr. Hill explained when the Claimant
questioned him on the Department’s concerns over
the moratorium’s ending, Industry Canada adopted
the Transfer Framework partly to “deal with the
potential of a number of applications coming to us all
at once; something unprecedented that we had never
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